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Existentialism & Phenomenology. The relationship between phenomenology and
existentialism is a close one. Phenomenology shares several of the same ideas as its sibling,
and the line between the two is often unclear. Founded by Edmund Husserl, phenomenology is
a philosophical model that was made to be free of presupposition. The idea is to study.
Robert C. Solomon's second edition of Phenomenology and Existentialism is an excellent
introduction to the difficult concepts and authors of the phenomenological movement and
20th-century institutoabelincoln.coms: 6.
Phenomenology in psychology is related to focusing not so much on what happened, but on
the person's perception of what happened. This is the mindset behind schools such as
Person-centered psychotherapy and cognitive-behavioral therapy for instance.
Professor Grossman’s introduction to the revolutionary work of Husserl, Heidegger and Sartre
studies the ideas of their predecessors too, explaining in detail Descartes’s conception of the
mind, Brentano’s theory of intentionality, and Kierkegaard’s emphasis on dread, while tracing
the debate over existence and essence as far back as Aquinas and Aristotle. Phenomenology is
a research technique that involves the careful description of aspects of human life as they are
lived; Existentialism, deriving its insights from phenomenology, is the philosophical attitude
that views human life from the inside rather than pretending to understand it from an outside,
"objective" point-of-view.
What is Existential-Phenomenology? What is Phenomenology? "As good a place to begin as
any is the meaning of the term phenomenology itself. It is derived from the two Greek words:
phainomenon (an "appearance") and logos ("reason" or "word," hence a "reasoned inquiry").
Phenomenology is indeed a reasoned inquiry which discovers the inherent essences of .
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